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lawnorder 
A grand Toorak garden has been transformed into a family 
playground. By Paul Bangay 

Addiuonal reporting Peter Barrett 
Photography Neil Newitt 

Once upon a time this stately garden belonged to Lady 

"Kanga" Tryon, a close friend of Prince Charles. Built on 

subdivided land that used to be part of the grand 1880s 

residence lllawarra House, her rather eccentric garden 

included an ornate swimming pool (complete with mock 

Hawaiian waterfall), a bevy of hanging baskets and a border 

marked by 55 overgrown cypresses. 

When the new owners arrived 18 years ago, they decided 

a right-royal makeover was in order. Bulldozers blitzed the 

grotto and shifted the pool so kids could be easily monitored 

from the kitchen, ripped out all the trees, and created space 

for a tennis court (where the old pool was). The only survivors 

were two planter boxes of cumquats on the porch. 

Having created this blank canvas, it was time to start 

again. Being a family with young children (plus pets) they 

wanted a functional design that retained an informal feel. 

The garden needed to complement the architecture of the 

house and flow with its pseudo-English 1930s look, but not 

suffer if a plant grew out of place here or the odd weed 

popped up there. They also wanted a tennis court that didn't 

stick out like a sore thumb. In short, they needed a formal 

structure with a soft, informal feel. 

In place of the domineering cypress trees they planted 

a row of poplars, which they prune heavily each year to 

ensure they do not encroach on the garden space. Tucked 

away and generally out of view to the left of the house, they 

planted a picking garden full of different varieties of roses, 

perfect for decorating vases inside the ,house. 

From here you walk through a rose-covered pergola and 

step down onto the synthetic grass tennis court. To soften 

the fence line on one side they installed Yunnan poplars 

(Populus yunnanensis), pruned heavily each year to ensure 
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their root systems do not damage the playing surface 

alongside them. The other side of the court is flanked by a low 

bay hedge, giving the illusion from the house that the tennis 

court may just be another part of the garden. 

Through another pergola - this one covered in thick 

wisteria - you're onto the rear lawn, cut at different lengths 

to accentuate visual flow towards the pond they built at the 

other end of the garden. Another strip of close-cut lawn 

criss-crosses down from the house towards the pool, 

creating an accidental Union Jack - perfect for games of 

backyard cricket, what? 

Softening the lines of the lawn are deep flower beds, 

which is where the informal planting scheme works its 

magic. Here a playful mix of plants prosper together, 

including iris, lamb's ear, catmint, roses, snow-in-summer, 

ageratum, violets and gardenias. The perfumed pink and 

white flowers, with their silver and grey foliage, tie in with 

the English feel and look great all year round. Meanwhile, 

sculpted specimen trees of silver pears (Pyrus sa/icifo/ia) 

mark off either end of the lawn and continue the theme with 

their grey foliage, which turns a beautiful yellow in autumn. 

The visual impact of the house is softened by creepers 

and box hedges. Windows all around the informal living 

room and kitchen ensure that the garden is transported 

inside, and that parents could have easy access to children 

playing on the lawn and around the pool. 

After 16 years the kids have grown up and the garden 

is well and truly established. Like every garden there is 

• always something you could do to maintain it, but the 

planting scheme is such that the odd twig out of place 

here or overgrown bush there doesn't really matter much, 

leaving the owners free to simply enjoy it. (m) 

Create the garden 

1. The kitchen garden (pictured centre) achieves a balance 

between formal beauty and practicality. The sculpted box 

hedges (Buxus sempervirens) give structure to the 

courtyard, which acts as a main entrance to the house. 

Parsley and other herbs have been planted in the centre, 

within easy reach from the kitchen. 

2. Pergolas are great ways to mark entrances and frame 

views within a large garden. These are made of timber -

cedar or red gum are the most durable - but many 

people opt for metal structures, which don't rot and 

require less painting. Plants such as wisteria are easy to 

train and grow quickly. 

3. Cutting different grass lengths into your lawn creates 

visual flow through your garden. 

4. Silver pear trees (Pyrus sa/icifo/ia) produce pretty white 

flowers in spring. Planting one type of specimen tree is an 

easy way of introducing structure or a natural accent point. 

5. The paving around the pool is slate, with tiles laid in the 

ashlar style, which uses irregular rectangular or square 

cuts to produce a natural look. For a similar effect try 

slate's close relative, bluestone. BAM Stone in Port Fairy, 

at 204 Hamilton Road, sells 30-millimetre-thick 

bluestone at $105 per square metre. Phone 5568 2655 

or see www.bamstone.com. 

6. The tennis court is contained on two sides by a 

cyclone fence disguised by a screen of Yunnan poplars 

(Populus yunnanensis). The trees have been planted 

into the artificial surface to maximise playing area and 

are pruned hard each year to ensure their root systems 

don't damage the concrete slab. The average cost of 

building a synthetic grass court from scratch is $40,000, 

or $50,000 with lights. Try A S Lodge, 

86 St James Road,_ Rosanna. Phone 9457 5011. 

7. The picking garden contains a host of plants - mostly 

roses - that produce flowers. The planting design is not 

so important for a picking garden, but it's a good idea to 

leave enough room between plants for easy access. 

Intermittent stone pavers produce corridors and help cut 

down on weeds. Colour schemes are also not important: 

plant flowers without concern for clashing colours. 
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